
Word 
Sound 
Body 
Sound healing with poetry 



1. Life is always: and, both. 
 

Light asks us to  

Open into darkness 

It is a trap to cloak oneself 

In light without accepting 

Darkness as a teacher  

of light. 



2. Be a giver of what you need. 

There is no sweeter  

way 

to heal than 

with compassion 



3. Healing comes in different packages 

Someone I loved  

once gave me a box  

full of darkness.  

It took me years  

to understand  

that this too, was a gift. 

— Mary Oliver 



4. Separateness is impossible 

I walk the path, 

Healing as I go, 

Knowing 

I do not walk alone  









I have been a seeker 

And I still am 

But I stopped asking the books 

And the stars 

I started listening  

To the teaching of my soul 

  ~Rumi 





A connected poet captures the essence of a feeling.   
And the sound of the meaning creates the healing 

Here are a few of  my favorites … 

“As soon as healing takes place, 
 go out and heal someone else” 
          – Maya Angelou 

“Anything that is held in secret  
cannot be healed.  
The light cannot reach  
that which is locked away  
in the dark.” 
      ― Donna Goddard, Waldmeer 

“A cicada shell, it sang itself  
utterly away.”  
         – Matsuo Basho 

“The best way out is always through”  
            – Robert Frost 

“Where there is love there is life”  
          – Mahatma Gandhi 

“Holding on to anger 
 is drinking the poison 
and expecting the other person  
to die.”  
       – Buddha 

“If light is in your heart 
You will find your way home” 
            – Rumi  





You Are You, a poem movie 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXpSOUhQqXM 



Soul Expression 

1.  Take a moment to reflect why you came to sound school,  

2.  And as you do so, imagine the sound that has inspired you most 
during these last 6 months.   

3.  Hold that sound in your heart while writing down an image that 
comes to mind about that sound: Tibetan bowls lingering past 
my ears 

4.  Now, use synesthesia – the mixing of senses:  I taste the Tibetan 
bowls lingering past my ears (or hear the stars shining in her 
words) 

5.  Now, add IMAGES/CONCRETE DETAILS:  I taste the bells 
lingering past my ears as they meander down my road, as if 
heading to catch the sun set at the edge of this earth I call home 



6.  Next add EMOTION:  I taste the bells lingering past my ears as 
they meander down my road, heading to catch the sunset at the 
edge of this earth I call home. I feel the tingle of anticipation 
warming my body and calming my mind. 

7.   Now add COLOR / TEXTURE:  I taste the golden bells 
lingering past my ears as they meander down my dirt road, 
heading to catch the bouquet of sunset at the jagged edge of this 
earth I call home. I feel the tingle of anticipation warming my 
body and calming my mind. 

8.  What does this image WANT TO ASK you?: I taste the golden 
bells lingering past my ears as they meander down my dirt road, 
heading to catch the bouquet of sunset at the jagged edge of this 
earth I call home. I feel the tingle of anticipation warming my 
body and calming my mind. It is asking me to remember my 
practice wherever I go 



9. Now go back and look at what you wrote, and cut it 
roughly in half  (crossing the words out lightly so you 
can still read them) 

10. Cut it in half again 

11. Cut it in half  one more time, ideally ending with 6 
or fewer words left, like this: 



12. Now read it…from the beginning to end 
  

Bells  
lingering 
meander road 
sunset edge  
earth home tingle  
body calming 
remember  
practice  
  

I taste the golden bells  
lingering past my ears  
as they meander down dirt road 
heading to catch  
a bouquet of sunset  
at the jagged edge  
Of this delicious earth  
I call home.  
I feel the tingle  
of anticipation  
warming my body  
calming my mind.  
It is asking me to remember  
my practice  
wherever I go 

taste golden bells  
lingering ears  
meander dirt road 
bouquet of sunset  
jagged edge  
delicious earth home 
tingle of anticipation  
warming body  
calming mind  
remember  
my practice  
wherever I go 

Bells meander sunset  
earth body practice  




